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Background

- Early math understanding is the strongest predictor of later school achievement (2) and life outcomes such as salary (1), career success (5), and incarceration rates (3).
- Parents and preschool teachers spend significantly less time teaching math than literacy and psychosocial skills (6).
- This may be because they feel unqualified, so it is important for parents to include math talk in their daily routines.
- Increased number talk is associated with earlier development of important math skills (4).
- Previous studies found that certain types of number talk (e.g., labeling the quantity of a set followed by counting the set) are more effective at teaching quantity than other types (e.g., counting alone) (6).
- Can parents and teachers use picture books to help their children understand quantity?

Previous Study

- How do picture books most commonly represent numbers?
- In part 1 of this study, researchers selected 101 picture books (62 recommended by Connecticut’s State Education Resource Center for their math content and 39 from librarian recommendations).
- Books were coded for number content such as counting, Arabic number use, pictures depicting quantity, etc.
- The books generally had low percentages of number content.
- The most common type of number content was labeling cardinality.
- Only one book included counting and labeling, the optimal number input for learning about quantity.

Methods

- Participants: 16 M and 16 F (average age 40.6 months).
- Parents read two books: one with number talk (explicit) and one that implicitly relates to quantity (implicit). Book sets were either Splash and Who Sank The Boat or Hippos Go Berserk and Caps For Sale.
- Parents were either told the study was about how reading can help children learn math (primed) or were simply told the study was about storybook reading (unprimed).
- The readings were recorded and transcribed to determine frequency of certain types of number talk (counting, labeling, tandem count, label then count, corrective feedback, etc.).
- Transcripts were originally coded by words used but were recoded by utterance so the data would reflect instances of number elaborations.

Results

- Parents made significantly more elaborations, including number elaborations, when reading explicit books vs implicit books.
- Priming parents to think about number talk did not affect total utterances nor total elaborations, but it increased the amount of number elaborations.
- These findings did not differ by age nor gender.
- While it was the least common type of number talk in the study, Label Then Count – which is ideal for teaching cardinality – did occur.

Discussion

- If parents begin story time with the intent of helping their child learn about math, they will likely produce more number talk and the interaction will be more meaningful.
- Despite their lack of ideal number talk, books explicitly about number are better for math-oriented story time than other books because of the discussions they inspire.
- Parents likely need to be taught about the best types of number talk to engage in with their children.
- While number books don’t include “optimal number content” (Label Then Count) themselves, children may be exposed to these concepts through interactions with their parents.
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